Abstract. Our purpose is to characterize the so-called horizontal Fock-Carleson type measures for derivatives of order k (we write it k-hFC for short) for the Fock space as well as the Toeplitz operators generated by sesquilinear forms given by them. We introduce real coderivatives of k-hFC type measures and show that the C*-algebra generated by Toeplitz operators with the corresponding class of symbols is commutative and isometrically isomorphic to certain C*-subalgebra of L ∞ (R n ). The above results are extended to measures that are invariant under translations along Lagrangian planes.
Introduction
In the study of Toeplitz operators in the Bergman type spaces, certain algebraic and analytic questions arise. The algebraic ones deal with describing algebras generated by Toeplitz operators with particular classes of symbols. One of the most important cases here concerns the algebra in question being commutative, and the Toeplitz operators generating this algebra admitting a simultaneous diagonalization: this means that there exists a unitary operator (specific for each particular case) that transforms all Toeplitz operators in this algebra into operators of multiplication by some functions (we call them spectral functions). Of course, such a diagonalization immediately reveals all the main properties of corresponding Toeplitz operators.
The analytic questions are related with criteria for boundedness and compactness of operators with symbols in a given class, passing over from regular to more and more singular objects serving as symbols.
The present paper, dealing with both types of questions, has two objectives. Firstly, we extend to the multidimensional case the construction of Toeplitz operators with strongly singular symbols, and secondly, which is our main goal, we unhide among those strongly singular symbols the classes that generate via corresponding Toeplitz operators commutative algebras. Moreover we present explicit formulas for the spectral functions for these Toeplitz operators.
We denote by F 2 (C n ) the Fock (also known as the Segal-Bargmann, see [1, 6, 12] ) space consisting of all entire functions that are square integrable with respect to the 2n-dimensional Gaussian measure dg n (z) = (π)
−n e −|z| 2 dν 2n (z), z ∈ C n , where ν 2n is the standard Lebesgue measure on C n ≃ R 2n . It is well-known that F 2 (C n ) is a closed subspace of L 2 (C n , dg n ) and the orthogonal projection P n from L 2 (C n , dg n ) onto where the function K z : C n → C n is the reproducing kernel at the point z,
Given ϕ ∈ L ∞ (C n ), the Toeplitz operator T ϕ , with defining symbol ϕ, acts on the Fock space F 2 (C n ) by T ϕ f = P n ( f ϕ). By (1.1), the Toeplitz operator T ϕ with bounded ϕ has the representation (1.2) (T ϕ f )(z) = π −n C n f (w)e z·w e −|w| 2 ϕ(w)dν 2n (w), z ∈ C n .
Isralowitz and Zhu [9] extended the above notion of Toeplitz operators to the case of symbols being Borel regular measures µ: then the operator T µ given in (1.3) is well-defined on the dense subset of all finite linear combinations of the kernel functions at different points z. In case when µ is absolutely continuous with respect to the standard Lebesgue measure, all the results can be reformulated in terms of the density function, and T µ becomes a Toeplitz operator in the classic sense (1.2). A further extension of the notion of Toeplitz operators was elaborated in [10] , where Rozenblum and Vasilevski introduced Toeplitz operators T F , defined by bounded sesquilinear forms F in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. This approach permits them to enrich the class of Toeplitz operators and turn into Toeplitz many operators that failed to be Toeplitz in the classical sense.
In the present paper we introduce horizontal (Definition 4.1), α-horizontal (Definition 6.1), L-invariant (Definition 7.1), and αL-invariant (Definition 7.3) Fock-Carleson type measures for derivatives of order k in the multidimensional Fock space, and extend to Toeplitz operators defined by such symbols the main results of [5, 10] . Furthermore, we introduce real coderivatives of Fock-Carleson measures and study horizontal Toeplitz operators generated by all these types of measures.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminaries: here we fix our notation and recall some basic properties of horizontal and L-invariant operators. In Section 3 we introduce Fock-Carleson measures, Fock-Carleson measures for derivatives of order k, and Toeplitz operators generated by sesquilinear forms. In Section 4 we introduce horizontal Fock-Carleson type measures and show that a Toeplitz operator with such measure-symbol is horizontal if and only if the Fock-Carleson measure is horizontal (Theorem 4.4). Then we give an explicit formula for the spectral functions of such Toeplitz operators (Theorem 4.5). In Section 5 we introduce horizontal Toeplitz operators generated by Fock-Carleson type measures for derivatives of order k. We introduce real coderivatives of k-FC type measures and show that a Toeplitz operator generated by these coderivatives is horizontal if and only if the measure is horizontal (Theorem 5.1). Then we give an explicit formula for the spectral function (Theorem 5.2). In Section 6 we proceed with the study of α-horizontal type measures and show that an α-horizontal measure is a k-FC for F 2 (C n ) if and only if µ α is a Fock-Carleson type measure for F 2 (C n ) (Proposition 6.2). We show further that the C*-algebra generated by Toeplitz operators given by real coderivatives of order 2k of (α, k)-FC type measures is commutative and isometrically isomorphic to a C*-subalgebra of L ∞ (C n ). In Section 7 we extend the above results to L-invariant measures. Finally, in Section 8 we present th! e main co mmon properties of diagonalizable Toeplitz operators studied in the paper.
Preliminaries
We use the following standard notation: z = x + iy = (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n ) ∈ C n , where x = (Re z 1 , . . . , Re z n ) and y = (Im z 1 , . . . , Im z n ). For z, w ∈ C n we write
For any multi-index α ∈ Z n + and any z ∈ C n we fix the usual notation:
Example 1. We calculate the image of the reproducing kernel under the inverse Bargmann transform applying [13, Proposition 6.10] n times. This yields
Recall that, given h ∈ C n , the Weyl operator W h is defined on L 2 (C n , dg n ) as the following weighted translation
The Weyl operator W h is obviously unitary, with W −h = W −1 h , and
We list now several statements (see [5] , for details), whose extensions to Toeplitz operators with singular symbols will constitute the main results of the paper.
A linear operator S ∈ B(F 2 (C n )) is said to be horizontal if for every h ∈ R n it commutes with W ih , that is, for every h ∈ R n ,
Recall that the Berezin transform [2] of an operator S ∈ B(F 2 (C n )) is given by
. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
We recall as well that a symplectic space (V, ω) is a vector space V equipped with a symplectic (non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear) form ω. The standard symplectic
where J is the "standard symplectic matrix"
and 0 and I n are the n × n zero and unit matrices. Then an n-dimensional linear subspace L of R 2n is said to be a Lagrangian plane of the symplectic space (R 2n , ω 0 ) if for every z, w ∈ L, ω 0 (z, w) = 0. We denote by Lag(2n, R) the set of all Lagrangian planes in (R 2n , ω 0 ).
The simplest examples of L ∈ Lag(2n, R) are both coordinates planes:
The set of symplectic rotations U(2n, R) forms a subgroup in the group of all linear automorphisms of R 2n , consisting of elements preserving the standard symplectic form ω 0 . Furthermore, U(2n, R) is isomorphic to the unitary group U(n, C). Thus, we may identify each Lagrangian plane L of R 2n with a subspace of C n (which will be denoted by the same
As shown in [5] , the results on horizontal Toeplitz operators remain valid for Toeplitz operators with L-invariant symbols.
k-FC type measures and Toeplitz operators
In this section we extend the results of [9, 10, 13] • |µ| is locally finite: |µ|(K) < ∞ for each compact K ⊂ Ω;
• µ is regular, i.e.,
As it was mentioned in Introduction, for µ ∈ B reg (C n ), the Toeplitz operator T µ with defining measure-symbol µ has the following integral representation
Let µ ∈ B reg,M (C n ) be a complex regular Borel measure, µ ∈ B reg (C n ), satisfying (1.4). In this case integral (3.1) converges and hence the operator T µ is well-defined on the dense subset of finite linear combinations of kernel functions. In the special case of dµ = ϕ dν, T µ = T ϕ , see [9, 13] for the complete bibliography. From now on we will assume that µ satisfies (1.4).
It is well-known that the Berezin transform of a function ϕ ∈ L ∞ (C n ) coincides with the Berezin transform of the Toeplitz operator T ϕ , and we will denote it by ϕ. The integral representation (1.2) of the Toeplitz operator T ϕ implies that
This definition was extended to positive Borel measures in [9] :
is the normalized reproducing kernel of
, µ is the Berezin transform of T µ .
Definition 3.1 (Fock-Carleson type measures).
A positive measure µ is said to be a Fock-Carleson type measure for
The next result provides a criterion for a Toeplitz operator T µ with a positive measure µ as defining symbol to be bounded. For more details we refer the reader to [9, Theorems 2.3 and 3.1].
Proposition 3.2. Let µ be a positive Borel regular measure on C n . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(
for some constant C > 0, where B r (z) denotes the polydisk centered at z with 'radius' r.
Proof. We show here 1⇒2 and 2⇒3, the remaining cases can be found in [9, 13] . 1 ⇒ 2. Assume that the operator T µ is bounded. By (1.3), for every f, g ∈ F 2 (C n ),
The boundedness of T µ implies the statement. 2 ⇒ 3. Assume that the sesquilinear form F is bounded. For each z ∈ C n ,
where k z is the normalized reproducing kernel in (3.3). Therefore, µ(z) ≤ F .
A natural generalization is to admit a complex valued Borel measure µ such that its variation |µ| is a FC measure. In such a case, as a by-product of Proposition 3.2, the results of [9] imply that the following norms for µ are equivalent:
, where r is any fixed positive n-tuple.
d|µ|(w) .
Fock-Carleson type measures for derivatives of order k. Rozenblum and Vasilevski
[10] introduced Fock-Carleson type measures for derivatives of order k ∈ Z (k-FC type measure, in short) for F 2 (C), and established some basic properties (Theorems 5.4 and 5.9). They also introduced Toeplitz operators defined by coderivatives of k-FC measures. We extend here these definitions to F 2 (C n ) using the multi-index notation for derivatives. The proofs below are just natural modifications of the one-dimensional case.
by Cauchy integral representation for several complex variables, for any polydisk S z,r = S z 1 ,r 1 × S z 2 ,r 2 × . . . × S z n ,r n (where S z k ,r k = {w k ∈ C : |w k − z k | < r k }) and any r = (r 1 , . . . , r n ) with r j > 0, the following equality holds
Taking
Denote by µ p the Borel measure on C n given by
The following results relate the k-FC and Fock-Carleson type measures for 
For a fixed r, the constant 
The concept of k-FC type measure can be extended to half positive integer multi-indices k by means of (3.5) and Proposition 3.6.
n , then we say that µ is a k-FC type measure if the quantity
. . , z n ) and radius
this radius is taken here just for convenience.)
Example 3. Note that any measure with compact support is a k-FC type measure for each k. On the other hand, given k ∈ (Z + /2) n , the Borel measure
is, by Proposition 3.6, a k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ). In fact,
for every Borel set B ⊂ C n . Here µ k = ν 2n is the usual Lebesgue measure on C n . Therefore µ k is a Fock-Carleson type measure for F 2 (C n ).
3.3.
Toeplitz operators generated by k-FC measures. Toeplitz operators generated by bounded sesquilinear forms F on F 2 (C) were introduced in [10] . The approach proposed there was as follows (see [10] for more details).
Let H be a Hilbert space of functions defined on a domain Ω ⊂ C n , and let A be a reproducing kernel Hilbert subspace of H with the reproducing kernel function K z at the point z ∈ Ω. The orthogonal projection P n of H onto A has thus the form (P n f )(z) = f, K z . Let F(·, ·) be a bounded sesquilinear form in A. Then by the Riesz theorem for bounded sesquilinear forms, there exists a unique bounded linear operator T in A such that F( f, g) = T f, g , for all f, g ∈ A. Now the Toeplitz operator T F generated by a bounded sesquilinear form F and acting on A is defined as
In what follows we assume that H = L 2 (C n , e −|w| 2 dν 2n (w)) and A = F 2 (C n ). Our aim is to consider Toeplitz operators generated by sesquilinear forms given by k-FC type measures for F 2 (C n ). Let µ be a k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ), where k ∈ (Z + /2) n . For α, β ∈ Z n + , with 2k = α + β, we extend to the n-dimensional case the definition of the coderivative ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ introduced in [10] as follows:
(where (·, ·) is the intrinsic pairing between measures and functions), provided that the right-hand side makes sense.
The sesquilinear form F µ,α,β on F 2 (C n ) associated with the coderivative ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ is given by
For α, β ∈ Z n + , k ∈ (Z + /2) n , 2k = α + β, and the coderivative ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ of a k-FC type measure µ, we define the Toeplitz operator T ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ as the Toeplitz operator generated by the sesquilinear form (3.7) by means of (3.6), i.e., for f ∈ F 2 (C n ),
dµ(w).
Next, we introduce the Berezin transform of the coderivatives ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ of a k-FC type measure by
If the Toeplitz operator
The proof of the following result is literally the same as of Proposition 6.4 in [10] , we only need to replace Corollary 5.5 in [10] by Proposition 3.6.
Remark 2. Let µ be a k-FC measure for F 2 (C n ) and let µ R be the measure obtained from µ by restricting to the exterior of the ball of the radius R and centered in 0. Observe that, by Proposition 3.8, the Toeplitz operator T ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ is bounded, in addition, if the constant
If µ ∈ B reg (C n ) is a positive k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ), by Proposition 3.8, there exists a unique bounded operator A α,β such that F µ,α,β ( f, g) = A α,β f, g for every f, g ∈ F 2 (C n ). The Toeplitz operator T ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ is bounded since F µ,α,β is bounded and A α,β = T ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ . In effect, for each g ∈ F 2 (C n ), by the reproducing property and the derivation under integral sign, for all z ∈ C n :
Thus, by Fubini's theorem, (3.7), and (3.9), for every f, g ∈ F 2 (C n ),
Horizontal Toeplitz operators with FC type measures as symbols
Given a complex regular Borel measure ̺ ∈ B reg (R n ) we denote by µ = ̺ ⊗ η the tensor product of the measures ̺ and η on R n . i.e., for any A, B ∈ Borel(R n ), µ(A × B) = ̺(A)η(B), with the usual extension to all Borel sets in R 2n Definition 4.1 (Horizontal measures). We say that µ ∈ B reg (C n ) is horizontal if µ = ̺⊗ν n for some ̺ ∈ B reg (R n ), where ν n is the Lebesgue measure on R n . Furthermore, if µ = ̺ ⊗ ν n is an FC type measure for F 2 (C n ) we say that µ is an hFC.
The following lemma is analogous to the injectivity property of the Berezin transform for Toeplitz operators T µ with FC type measures as symbols. Although for an immediate use it is sufficient to prove it for k = 0, we admit any k ∈ (Z + /2) n since it will be required further on in Theorem 5.1. Proof. Suppose that (Re z) 
dµ(ζ).
Note that for any triangle ∆ in C n by the Fubini's Theorem,
Thus, by Hartogs's Theorem, Ψ is an analytic function in C n × C n and satisfies Φ(z, w) = 0 for all z −w. However, by the same argument applied to Ψ, the function Φ is analytic in C n × C n and hence continuous. Thus, 
Proof. Let z = x + iy ∈ C n . Then 
Proof. 1 ⇔ 2. If the measure µ is a FC for F 2 (C n ) then the Toeplitz operator T µ is bounded. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, this operator is horizontal if and only if the corresponding Berezin transform depends only on Re z.
where λ h = µ h − µ. This is a signed measure such that |λ h |(B) ≤ |µ h |(B) + |µ|(B) for all B ∈ Borel(C n ), |λ h | satisfies the (M)-condition, and for every f ∈ F 2 (C n )
Since W −ih is unitary on the Fock space, this shows that λ h is a FC measure for F 2 (C n ). Now, by Lemma 4.2, with |k| = 0, we see that λ h is the zero measure, i.e., for every Borel 
. From this, it follows that µ is horizontal. 5 ⇒ 1. If µ = ̺ ⊗ ν n is a hFC type measure for F 2 (C n ), then by (3.2) and Lemma 4.3, the Berezin transform µ of the Toeplitz operator T µ is
Therefore, by Proposition 2.2 the Toeplitz operator T µ is horizontal.
Since a complex regular Borel measure µ is a FC type measure if and only if its variation |µ| is a FC measure, it follows that Theorem 4.4 remains valid for such type of measures. Next, we show that every Toeplitz operator with horizontal measure as symbol is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator by some L ∞ (R n )-function.
Theorem 4.5 (Diagonalization of Toeplitz operators). Let
Then the Toeplitz operator T µ is unitarily equivalent to BT µ B * = γ ̺ Id, where the function γ ̺ : R n → C is given by the formula
Proof. Let S = B * M γ ̺ B. Then, by (2.1), (3.3) and Tonelli's theorem, a simple computation shows that for every
By (4.2), the last integral is the Berezin transform µ of T µ , where µ = ̺ ⊗ ν n . Therefore, by the injectivity of the Berezin transform, S = T µ , with µ = ̺ ⊗ ν n .
As a consequence of Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 we have the following result.
Horizontal Toeplitz operators generated by k-FC type measures
Let k ∈ (Z + /2) n . If µ is a k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ), then, by Proposition 3.8, the Toeplitz operator T ∂ ∂ ∂ α ∂ ∂ ∂ β µ generated by the sesquilinear form F µ,α,β is bounded for α, β ∈ Z n + such that 2k = α + β. Thus, the sesquilinear form
is bounded as soon as the Toeplitz operator T G µ,2k is, moreover, the action of the latter operator is given by
By (5.1), the action of the Toeplitz operator T G µ,2k on f ∈ F 2 (C n ) has the following integral representation
Following (3.7), we introduce the real coderivative
is the unique bounded operator such that
for any f, g ∈ F 2 (C n ). Now, by (3.8), the corresponding Berezin transform ∂ ∂ ∂ 2k R µ equals
n and µ be a positive k-FC measure for F 2 (C n ). Then the following conditions are equivalent: is invariant under horizontal translations, i. e., for every Borel set X ⊂ C n and every h ∈ R n , µ(X + ih) = µ(X). 
Proof. The proof is almost the same as the one of Theorem 4.4, here we use Lemma 4.2 for any |k| 0.
By Theorem 5.1, every Toeplitz operator T ∂ ∂ ∂ 2k R µ with real coderivative ∂ ∂ ∂ 2k R µ of order 2k of some horizontal measure µ as symbol is a horizontal operator. Hence, by Proposition 2.2, it is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator by certain L ∞ -function. We give now the explicit formula for this L ∞ -function.
Id, where the function γ ̺,2k : R n → C is given by
m is the product of the Hermite polynomials H m j , i.e.,
Proof. Let S = B * M γ ̺,2k B. Then, by (2.1) and Tonelli's theorem, a simple computation shows that for every z = u + iv ∈ C 
So, if µ is a k-hFC then µ k is not a horizontal FC type measure for F 2 (C n ). To handle this circumstance, we introduce the notion of α-horizontal objects.
Furthermore, if µ = ̺ ⊗ ν n,α is a k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ) we say that µ is (α, k)-hFC type measure; if |α| = |k| = 0 the measure µ is an hFC, as defined previously.
Proof. Suppose that µ is a positive (α, k)-hFC measure for F 2 (C n ). Then µ is a k-FC measure for F 2 (C n ) such that µ = ̺⊗ν n,α for some regular measure ̺ of R n . By Proposition 3.6, µ k−p is a p-FC measure for F 2 (C n ) and
Here ̺ k−p denotes the positive measure
Here ̺ p−k denotes the positive measure 
L-invariant k-FC type measures
Let L be any Lagrangian plane of the symplectic vector space (R 2n , ω 0 ). In this section we extend the results on k-hFC type measures to L-invariant k-FC type measures. 
In particular, L = iR n corresponds to the horizontal case. Furthermore, if k ∈ (Z + /2) n and µ is a k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ), which is L-invariant, then we say simply that µ is k-L-FC.
By the transitivity property of U(2n, R) [4, Proposition 43] and due to the isomorphism U(2n, R) ≃ U(n, C), there exists a unitary matrix X ∈ U(n, C) such that XL = iR n . For X ∈ U(n, C), we denote by
Since X * = X −1 ∈ U(n, C), V X is a unitary operator, with V * X = V X −1 . A Borel measure µ on C n pushes forward to the measure µ X on C n by (7.2) µ X (E) = µ(XE) = µ ({Xz : z ∈ E}) , for all Borel sets E.
Observe that the regularity of µ implies the regularity of µ X . Furthermore, µ is a FC measure for F 2 (C n ) provided µ X is FC; then, by (7.1), for every f ∈ F 2 (C n ),
In addition, µ is a hFC type measure iff µ X is L-FC, since for any Borel set E
Therefore, if µ is a L-FC measure, then µ X * is horizontal and, by Theorem 4.4, µ X * = ̺⊗ν n for some Borel regular ̺. Since the matrix X ∈ U(n, C) satisfying XL = iR n is not unique, therefore, for any other Y ∈ U(n, C) such that YL = iR n , the relation µ Y * = η ⊗ ν n holds and
In addition, it is easy to check that t → YX * t is an automorphism of iR n .
n then the C*-algebra T (k-L-FC) generated by Toeplitz operators T ∂ ∂ ∂ 2k R µ is isometrically isomorphic to the C*-algebra T (k-hFC) generated by Toeplitz operators
Observe that the standard symplectic matrix J rotates the Lagrangian plane {0} × R n to R n × {0}. i.e.,
Therefore, if X = −iI n ∈ U(n, C), then by (7.2),
Thus, by Proposition 6.2, the measure µ α is a (0, k−α)-hFC for F 2 (C n ), where µ α = ̺ α ⊗ν n,0
. Therefore, by (5.3), the corresponding spectral function is given by
is the product of the Hermite polynomials H 2(k j −α j ) . i.e.,
On the other hand, let ∆ = (x, x) ∈ R 2n : x ∈ R n and µ be a k-∆FC. Then, since
(I n − iI n ) ∈ U(n, C), and by (7.2),
n and µ is a k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ), which is αL-invariant, then we say simply that µ is (α, k)-L-FC.
is isometrically isomorphic to T ((α, k)-hFC) .
Finally, we express the conditions of Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 7.4 in terms of the measure µ itself. To do this, we introduce L-real coderivatives.
Definition 7.5 (L-real coderivatives). Let L ∈ Lag(2n, R), X ∈ U(n, C) be fixed such that XL = iR n . If k ∈ (Z + /2) n and µ is a k-FC type measure for F 2 (C n ), then
R µ X * is called the kth L-real coderivative of the measure µ.
Theorem 7.6 (Criterion for k-L-FC measures)
. Let L ∈ Lag(2n, R), X ∈ U(n, C) be fixed such that XL = iR n , k ∈ (Z + /2) n and µ be a complex k-FC measure for F 2 (C n ). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
µ is L-invariant, i.e., for every Borel set X ⊂ C n and every h ∈ L, µ(X + h) = µ(X). (4) µ X * is a horizontal measure, i.e., there exists ̺ ∈ B reg (R n ) such that µ X * = ̺ ⊗ ν n .
Let L ∈ Lag(2n, R), X ∈ U(n, C) be fixed such that XL = iR n , k ∈ (Z + /2) n and µ be a complex k-L-FC measure for F 2 (C n ). Then, µ X * is horizontal. i.e., µ X * = ̺ ⊗ ν n , and if we write X as 
Common properties
We denote by T (hFC), T (k-hFC), T ((α, k)-hFC), and T (k-L-FC) the C * -algebras generated by all Toeplitz operators defined by corresponding measure-symbols: horizontal FC, horizontal k-FC, horizontal (α, k)-FC, and L-invariant k-FC (defined in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7), respectively.
The main result in these sections establishes a unitary equivalence of Toeplitz operators T * in question with multiplication operators by their spectral functions γ * , and gives the precise formulas for those functions, specific for each type of measure-symbols under consideration.
We denote as well by G(hFC), G(k-hFC), G((α, k)-hFC), and G(k-L-FC) the C * -algebras generated by all spectral functions γ * , specific for each of the above four types of measure-symbols.
Let finally T ( * ) be either one of the above Toeplitz operator algebras and G( * ) be the corresponding function algebra. Then, as it was mentioned in Introduction, the diagonalization results obtained reveal the majority of the main properties of the corresponding Toeplitz operators. 
